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Dianabol (Methandrostenolone) Dianabol is a popular oral anabolic steroid that is quite popular among
bodybuilders and weightlifters. It was originally developed by Dr. John Ziegler in 1958 for the sole
purpose of performance enhancement. The first batches of Dianabol were released by Ciba
Pharmaceuticals. I'm deciding between Dianabol or Anadrol for a 4-5 week kickstart to a cycle (the rest
of which would consist of Test E & then Masteron E). I have never run either, as I only have run cycles
with Test E, Mast E, T-bol and Anavar.For lean tissue gain, D-bol and Anadrol sound like they are
roughly similarly effective. The only steroid that can stand toe to toe with anadrol, in terms of weight
gain, is DIANABOL. As anadrol is best utilized in the off-season, the following cycles in this article are
tailored for bulking. Anadrol can also be used for cutting, however because of potential water retention
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and bloat — it is a less common protocol. Oxymetholone or anadrol is highly estrogenic steroid and
extremely hepatotoxic. Similarly dianabol is same in terms of hepatotoxic effects but milder in the
estrognic side. Both are extremely hepatotoxic due to the different processing method that occurs in the
liver. So I would not recommend to take these two together for a beginner cycle. (Anadrol, Dianabol,
Anavar) Anavar is best with bloat Dbol is puts on alot of bloat but gives size, once I hit PCT bloat will
go away and I'll be left with lean muscle. Anadrol is similar to DBOl just got tons of mixed emotions
between dbol or anadrol. Diet is the key to the lean gains. I'll cut my carbs out after 2 and just eat my
steamed ... https://pdx.instructure.com/courses/1813/pages/tren-blend-150-tren-winstrol-cutting-cycle
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